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their partisans began to make forays upon Marwar, and it is
still said of Man Singh Chohan, in songs, that he churned
Muroo-land as the Devs churned the ocean
When Ubhye Singh, from fear of the padishah, wrote to
Wukhut Singh to put his father to death, the padishah gave
him the Eedur pergunnah as a present, and a deed with nine
seals A Brahmin, named Jugoojee, the Pooroheet or family
priest of Ubhye Singh, while on his way from Delhi to Jodhpoor,
was seized by the outlaws, and carried to Adowalo He
informed them of the grant of Eedur to Ubhye Singh, and
swore to them that if they would permit him to go to Delhi
he would bring the grant back with him They agreed to the
Brahmin's proposal, and he went to Ubhye Smgh, and in-
formed him that his brothers were plundering and distressing
Marwar, suggesting that the grant of Eedur should be given
to them instead of one of the twenty-two pergunnahs of
Jodhpoor Ubhye Singh gave him the grant, and he carried
it to Adowalo
At this time, Sumwut, 1785 (a d   1729),1 Oodawut Lai
1 The following is an extract from, a report by Major Miles, then m
political charge of the Myhee Kanta, dated 21st September, 1821 —
' In Sumwut, 1785, Anund Singh and Bfiee Singh, two brothers of
' the Rajah of Jodhpoor, accompanied by a few horse from Vanoo and
' Pahlunpoor, and the Koolees of Gudwara, took possession of Eednr
' without much difficulty They are said to have had an order from
' Delhi, but the truth seems to be that they were invited by the state
' of the country, and most hkely assisted by the Marwar princes, who
' at that period held the Soubahdaree of Ahmedabad Some years
' after, at the instigation of the Dessye above mentioned (who had been
' placed in charge of Eedur after its capture by Morad Buksh), who
' appears to have been displaced by the Marwarees, an officer in the
' service of Daiuajee Guikowar, named Buchajee Dewajee, was dis-
' patched, on the part of the Peshwah, to take possession of Eedur,
' which, assisted by the Behwur Rajpoots, the servants of the late Bow
' of Eedur, he did Anund Singh was killed in an engagement, fought
' for the recovery of Eedur, about Sumwut, 1809 (a. d 1753), and Buoha-
' jee, after leaving a detachment there, returned to Ahmedabad Raee
' Smgh, however, collected a force, and again obtained possession of
' Eedur He died in Sumwut, 1822 {a. d 1766) Shiv Singh succeeded
' lua father Anund Singh, and is said to have governed about forty years
' Shiv Singh had five sons—Bhowanee Singh (or Laljee), who succeeded
'him, Sungram Smgh, who received the puttah of Ahmednugger,
1 Jalum Singh, of Moraasa, Indur Singh (no puttah), and Umur

